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Better, perhaps, than any other medium, books track the fundamentality of  
religious tolerance to colonial America. From the Flushing Remonstrance 
(1657), the New World offered European Christians the promise of  peaceful 
coexistence. Six years later, John Eliot, the “apostle to the Indians” pub-
lished the Bible for the first time in the New World (18) with the explicit 
aim of  evangelizing; religious tolerance did not extend to native religions. 
As Puritans, Quakers and other Dissenters came to the New World, their 
settlements were balkanized in accordance with their own particular beliefs.

William Penn, the son of  an admiral and one of  history’s largest non-royal 
landowners, set out to make the promise into reality: to establish a place free 
of  religious persecution, one in which cohabitation and coexistence were the 
laws of  the land. In 1681, when he was granted the charter for Pennsylva-
nia (Penn’s Woods, named after his homonymous father), Europe had been 
embroiled in over a century of  religious wars, initially between Catholics and 
Protestants, and eventually atomizing into internecine struggles over points 
of  doctrine. Luther and Calvin, Menno (17) and Fox, Labadie and Beissel, 
all gained their adherents and fractured the religious landscape of  Europe.

The Holy Experiment was radical — a true innovation. Penn traveled 
Europe seeking persecuted groups to buy in to his tolerant wooded utopia. 
Among the most enthusiastic partners were Dutch, German (13 is a bible 
brought over from Nuremberg) and Swiss — settled along the Rhine — who 
bought large tracts of  land as a place of  refuge in the New World (as did 
the Swedes as early as the 1630’s; 4 and 5 chronicle the “plantation” of  its 
church in American soil).  The German Reformation, with its emphasis on 
direct engagement with the Word, created one of  the great book cultures of  
all time. The agent of  one of  the largest immigrant groups, the Frankfurter 
Landgesellschaft (Frankfurt Land Company), was Francis Daniel Pastori-
us. He became a close personal friend of  Penn’s, and founded in 1683 the 
Rhinelanders’ new home in America: Germantown.

Pastorius kept track of  the land and those who purchased tracts in it; 
thus it is fitting that this list should begin with the manuscript map in his 
own hand (1) that likely passed into the collection of  the Penn family, resur-
facing at the end of  XIXc in the collection of  Pennsylvania governor Samuel 
Pennypacker. From the same collection come two further documents: the 
renewed contract of  the Landgesellschaft (2) in 1686 and, after more than 
a decade of  complaining, the manuscript letter of  attorney (3) that allowed 

Pastorius to relinquish his responsibilities to the Landgesellschaft in 1700 
and to finish his life as a private citizen.

Germantown — now subsumed into Philadelphia — continued to grow 
through the XVIIIc. It gained a large enough population of  German-speak-
ers to bring Christoph Sauer, who settled there in 1724, to set up a press 
catering to them, beginning a long tradition of  Pennsylvania Dutch (i.e., 
Deutsch: German) bookmaking. Sauer’s wife left him for Conrad Beissel, 
whose mystical community at Ephrata was home to the second German 
press in America. Beissel’s Ephrata Cloister press printed the first American 
edition of  John Bunyan’s wildly popular Pilgrim’s Progress in German (Eines 
Christen Reise, 9) as well as their own hymnal (12).

Such was the power of  Penn’s Holy Experiment — which is said, per-
haps unfairly, to have “failed” due to pacifist Quakers’ refusal to support a 
state militia — that despite their personal and theological qualms, Sauer and 
Beissel cooperated; the first blackletter book published in America, the 1739 
Zionitischer Weyrauchs-Hügel (6) was published by Sauer for Beissel’s congre-
gation. Tolerance — the essence of  the Experiment — was in much readier 
supply in Pennsylvania than in the Old World. Sauer went on to produce 
what might be expected — hymnals (10, 11), religious poetry (15, 16: an unre-
corded funeral song) — but his press also produced works that one wouldn’t 
expect from an Anabaptist press: the seminal text of  Christian Universalism 
(now Unitarian Universalism, 8) and even a dissertation on pure love by a 
Catholic archbishop (7).

It is no accident that the Continental Congress met just over five miles 
from Germantown. Enshrined in the Declaration of  Independence is Penn’s 
Holy Experiment: the signatories refer not to any particular religion but call 
as their witness “Nature’s God.” How can the Holy Experiment be said to 
have failed when the very first amendment to the Constitution stipulates 
that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of  religion, 
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ”? Religious pluralism — however 
imperfect — is in the DNA of  America, as these books so eloquently attest. 

J.L. Rosenberg (D.Phil, Oxon.)
Head of  Rare Books, Arader Galleries
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THE ORIGINAL PLAN OF GERMANTOWN,
THE CRADLE OF GERMAN-AMERICAN IMMIGRATION

[Pastorius, Francis Daniel.] Manuscript plan of  Germantown, Pennsylvania 
with manuscript descriptions. Germantown: ca. 1686–1687. Scale ca. 
1:12000.1

Broadsheet (sheet: 15 11/16” x 9 15/16”, 399mm x 253mm; frame: 20 3/8” 
x 14 11/16”). Map and annotations recto, description of  the settlement 
verso; all in ink.

Three folds resulting in eight compartments. Splits and losses at the folds, 
some repaired. Scattered browning, bleed-through and ink-burn. Pricked for 
copying. Matted and framed, glassed verso.

Franz Daniel Pastorius (1651–ca. 1720) was born in Sommerhausen in the 
duchy of  Franconia, within modern Bavaria in Germany. He received his 
doctorate in law in 1675 and practiced and taught for a few years before going 
abroad in 1680, including to England. Upon his return in 1682 he heard of  
the early Christian settlements in William Penn’s Pennsylvania, a promised 
land of  tolerance and abundance. By the 16th of  August 1683 he had landed 
in the New World and quickly sought and obtained the friendship of  Penn 
himself  (at the right-hand side of  the map is the annotation in Pastorius’s 
hand: “den Springfield, welches/ Willjam Penns mannor ist”2 (to Springfield, 
which is William Penn’s manor)). Penn and Pastorius were twin lights in the 
Commonwealth; Penn of  religious tolerance, Pastorius of  abolition.

Pastorius, as agent of  the Frankfurter Landgesellschaft, bought land north-
northwest of  Philadelphia and established Germantown as a dedicated 
settlement for immigrants from along the Rhine: German, Dutch and Swiss. 
Here Penn’s utopia of  religious pluralism came to nourish a multitude of  
denominations (Lutheran, Mennonite, Quaker, Pietist, Brethren (Dunkers or 

1 The scale of  the map is approximately 1”:1000’, but the measurements of  the lengths (the units are unclear; they should correspond to roughly 7’; perhaps a half-rod (halbe 
Ruthe)?) are not internally consistent. This supports Duffin’s assertion that the map is the work of  an amateur surveyor.

2 Pastorius switches from Kurrent to an italic hand for foreign words, indicated here by italics.
3 See Duffin (1992) 7 and n. 11.

Dunkards) etc.) and eventually gave birth to the first American condemnation 
of  human bondage: the 1688 Germantown Quaker petition against slavery.

The present item is the original manuscript plan, carried out in Pastorius’s own 
hand,3 for that foundational settlement (there is text in a second hand as well; 
it is unclear whose, but it is likely a clerk’s). As such, it is among the earliest 
surviving American town plans (cf. the 1683 Holmes map of  Philadelphia), 
and an unparalleled source of  information. Indeed, until a 1992 article by 
James M. Duffin (now archivist at the University of  Pennsylvania), the map 
had been only barely figured in scholarship on account of  the paucity of  
photographs and the difficulty in deciphering the voluminous text both on 
the peripheries of  the map itself  and on the verso of  the sheet.

The map is oriented with Southwest at the top. Its principle features are the 
river system in the area — the Schuylkill off  to the Southeast, along the left-
hand side of  the map, with its various tributaries — the measured boundaries 
of  the settlement with trees of  different species (walnut, ash, Spanish and 
white oak) marking the corners, and some internal markings of  roads and 
lots. This last is the subject of  the text at the upper right-hand corner of  
the map: lot-holders’ names arranged in spatial order, with annotations of  
whether they were in residence or back in Europe (in the second hand). 
Given the known dates of  lot-holders’ arrivals, Duffin dates the map proper 
to December 1686 or January 1687. The marginalia are later than the map 
itself. Those at the lower edge record some of  the history of  the settlement 
as far as Pastorius’s election to the mayoralty in or after July 1688, and the 
lot-holders dates to between August 1688 and March 1689.

The verso of  the sheet contains a 35-line description headed “Situation der 
Germantownship in Pennsilvania/ 6 Englishe Meil von Philadelphia gelegen” (the 
situation of  Germantown in Pennsylvania, 6 English miles distant from 
Philadelphia) written in Pastorius’s hand. The text can be dated confidently 
to late 1687; Pastorius gives the town 5,190 acres, but it was re-surveyed 
from 29 December 1687 into January of  1688 and found to contain 5,700  
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acres. In it, Pastorius describes the township’s placement in relation to other 
natural and built land-marks, and finally the lot-holders, with indications of  
their origins, hereditary rights and extents.

The map was owned by Samuel Whitaker Pennypacker (1843–1916), 
Governor of  Pennsylvania and an avid historian and collector of  
Pennsylvaniana. It was reproduced as illustration 104 in his 1899 Settlement 
of  Germantown (Philadelphia: Campbell) with the notation “From the original 
in the library of  the Author.” The Pennypacker sale (eight parts from 1905 
to 1909) disbursed a good deal of  his collection, but the present item does 
not appear in that catalogue. A note affixed to the verso of  the frame claims 
that “it is thought to have been Penn’s own copy,” which is difficult to assess.

Duffin, James M. “The First Map of  Germantown: A Neglected Source.” 
The Germantown Crier (44.2) Fall, 1992, pp. 4-17.
 $900,000.

1 Verso, in Pastorius’s hand; 
note the pricking visible from the front.
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THE PENN FAMILY COPY OF A 1686  
LAND-PURCHASE AGREEMENT

[Frankfurter Landgesellschaft.] Agreement of  purchase of  25,000 acres in 
Pennsylvania. Frankfurt-am-Main: 12 November 1686.

Pot bifolium (sheet: 12 11/16” x 16 1/8”, 322mm x 411mm; frame: 17 ½” x 
21”): )(2 [$2 signed]. 2 leaves, pp. [4].

Two folds to the bifolium resulting in eight compartments. Splits to the folds 
with small losses at their intersections, most repaired verso (i.e., the inner 
forme). Scattered tanning. With the red wax seals and ink signatures of  nine 
of  the sixteen signatories to )(2v. Cataloguers’ notes graphite to the recto. 
Matted and framed, glassed verso.

William Penn (1644–1718) was an English Quaker who in 1681 obtained 
from Charles I and the Duke of  York the world’s largest personal land-grant: 
some 45,000 square miles west of  New Jersey and north of  Maryland. Penn 
named that land for his father: Pennsylvania, “Penn’s Woods.” Even before 
the grant, Penn traveled widely to engage various dissenting communities 
(mostly Anabaptists, i.e., those who believe in voluntary baptism): 
Mennonites, Amish, Pietists, Brethren (Dunkers or Dunkards), as well as 
Lutherans and even Catholics. These communities would be what we now 
call “stake-holders:” participants in an experimental venture. Penn’s “Holy 
Experiment,” which ultimately foundered, nevertheless provided for the 
creation of  a profoundly tolerant region in the New World.

In Penn’s travels through Germany, he met with a group of  Pietist 
entrepreneurs — originally the Teutsche Landcompagnie and eventually the 
Frankfurter Landgesellschaft (Frankfurt Land Company) — who sought 
to buy a portion of  his land. Penn did not meet their agent, Franz Daniel 
Pastorius (1651–ca. 1720), until Pastorius arrived in Philadelphia in August of  
1683. Pastorius was the only Frankfurter Landgesellschaft member actually 
to emigrate; other settlers from Frankfurt came, and joined forces with 
settlers from Cresheim, Crefeld (Krefeld) and Sommerhausen (Pastorius’s 
own home-town) to establish Germantown.

The present item is the agreement of  the purchase among the members 
(and not, as previous cataloguing has suggested, an agreement between the 

company and Penn) of  the Landgesellschaft for 25,000 acres collectively. It 
specifies the division of  the land among the members, followed by a dozen 
rules governing the agreement: the resolution of  disputes, responsibilities 
of  the purchasers and their families, etc. Dated 12 November 1686, it is 
an attempt to refine the original terms of  the land agreement, which in the 
intervening five years had shifted or passed generationally.

Because this is a collective agreement, each signatory received a copy with 
the signatures of  the others; this is why the agreement was printed, rather 
than being written in full, thirteen times (per the agreement itself; it is odd 
that there should be a quire signature, as this is a stand-alone document; 
perhaps it was simply force of  habit for the printer.) The actual signatories 
are: Gerhard von Mastricht, Thomas von Wylich (printed: Wilich), Johann La 
Brun (Johannes le Brun), Johann Jacob Schütz, Daniel Behaghel (Behagel), 
Jacob Vande Wallen (Jacob von de Wallen), Iohan wilhelm Petersen (?Johann 
Wilhelm Peters Hausfrau, i.e., his wife), Johannes Kemler and Balthasar 
Jawert. Pastorius’s seal and signature do not appear, as he was already settled 
in America.

The whereabouts of  three examples of  the agreement are recorded by 
Marion Dexter Learned in his 1908 Life of  Francis Daniel Pastorius: the present 
item, noted by Learned to have been among Penn’s papers (though perhaps 
it entered his family collection after his death), and then in the collection 
of  Pennsylvania governor and historian Samuel Whitaker Pennypacker 
(1843–1916); a copy at the Historical Society of  Pennsylvania; and the only 
copy known to have Pastorius’s signature (doubtless forwarded to him in 
Germantown by the Landgesellschaft), which had been among the Proud 
papers and is now in the Rosenbach.

A previous owner (surely Pennypacker) has written on p. [4] “Sold at 
Edwards sale| 1898 for $200 00/100”. Pennypacker owned the document by 
1880 (per his article in that year’s issue of  the Pennsylvania Magazine of  History 
and Biography (PMHB), p. 5, note 2: “Both the original [1686] agreement 
and the [1700] letter of  attorney, with their autographs and seals, are in my 
possession.”). Pennypacker’s 1899 Settlement of  Germantown notes that another 
copy of  the agreement “was recently purchased by the Historical Society of  
Pennsylvania, for two hundred dollars” (p. 83); this note must surely refer to 
that second copy rather than to the present one.
 

$250,000.
(Illustration follows)
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3   Letter of  attorney, verso
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PASTORIUS RELIEVED OF HIS DUTIES AT GERMANTOWN

[Frankfurter Landgesellschaft.] Manuscript letter of  attorney transferring 
agency of  the Frankfurt Land Company from Francis Daniel Pastorius to 
Daniel Falkner, Johannes Kelpius and Johannes Jawert. Frankfurt-am-Main: 
24 January 1700.

Pot bifolium (13 5/16” x 16 9/16”, 338mm x 421mm): ink manuscript 
German and Latin, written on three pages, with docketing on the fourth. 
Nine signatures and red wax seals on the third page.

Folded irregularly (to avoid cracking the seals) into 20 compartments. 
Tanned generally, concentrated along the folded edges. Left edge of  the 
recto (pp. [2] and [3]) reinforced. Center and left-hand holds of  the verso (p. 
[4]) reinforced. Matted and framed, glassed verso.

Franz Daniel Pastorius (1651–ca. 1720) was born in Sommerhausen in the 
duchy of  Franconia, within modern Bavaria in Germany. He received his 
doctorate in law in 1675 and practiced and taught for a few years before going 
abroad in 1680, including to England. He and William Penn (1644–1718) 
crossed paths; Penn, an English Quaker who in 1681 obtained from Charles 
I and the Duke of  York the world’s largest personal land-grant (some 45,000 
square miles west of  New Jersey and north of  Maryland, named after his 
father: Pennsylvania, “Penn’s Woods”), traveled through Germany, looking 
for other dissenting Christians to join him in the “Holy Experiment,” a land 
of  religious tolerance in the New World.

Penn struck an agreement with the Teutsche Landcompagnie, which would 
eventually re-organize as the Frankfurter Landgesellschaft (Frankfurt Land 
Company): they bought 15,000 and eventually 25,000 acres in Pennsylvania 
— including Germantown, the cradle of  German immigration in America. 
Pastorius acted as their agent from 1683, when he sailed to America and 
finally met Penn in August. The initial representation of  the Landgesellschaft 
was that their members would emigrate, but they did not. Pastorius, through 
letters sent regularly back to Frankfurt from about 1685, complained bitterly 
that the Landgesellschaft was not keeping up its end of  their agreement. They 
restructured in 1685 and purchased more land in 1686 (a signed example of  
that agreement: 2). 

Throughout that 1680’s and 1690’s, Pastorius almost single-handedly 
managed the settlement at Germantown, occupying most of  its magistracies. 
As original members of  the Landgesellschaft died, their widows and heirs 
took over, doubtless shirking some of  their duties. To wit, the present letter 
is signed by: Catharina Elizabetha Schütz[in] (widow), the widow of  Jacob 
van de Walle, the heirs of  Daniel Behaghel (Behagel), Johannes Kemmler, 
Balthasar Jawert, Johan Wilhelm Petersen, Gerh[ard] von Mastrich<t>, 
Johan La brun (Le Brun) and Maria van de Wall (widow of  Tho<mas> von 
Wÿlich (Wilich) with her partners).

Pastorius’s objections and complaints continued, and, nearly two decades 
after his original agreement, he was, with this letter, finally relieved of  his 
responsibilities to the Landgesellschaft, which were transferred to Daniel 
Falkner and Johannes Kelpius, who were then resident in America, and 
to Johann Jawert, who intended to emigrate. Pastorius had already begun 
teaching in Philadelphia and beginning a distinguished career as an author 
and poet. This letter marks the official beginning of  his life as a private 
citizen.

In a separate hand, following the signatures, is “Gevollmächtigte. Johann 
Jawert./ Daniel Falckner/ M. Johannes Kelpi[us]” (meaning “authorized 
representative” or “given power of  attorney”). The document, therefore, 
is properly a letter of  attorney granting agency to Jawert (son of  Balthasar 
Jawert), Fal[c]kner and Kelpius. The provenance of  the letter is unclear; was 
this Pastorius’s copy? Pastorius’s own translation of  the letter has a slightly 
different text, indicating that it was a copy examined by Richard Heath 
and entered into the Rolls Office at Philadelphia. The docketing does not 
provide clarity. Pennypacker owned the document by 1880 (per his article 
in that year’s issue of  the Pennsylvania Magazine of  History and Biography 
(PMHB), p. 5, note 2: “Both the original [1686] agreement and the [1700] 
letter of  attorney, with their autographs and seals, are in my possession.”). 
Pennypacker’s acquisitions came largely from the Penn family papers in the 
1870’s; presumably the present item did as well.

 
$85,000.

(Illustration precedes)
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THE FIRST BOOK WRITTEN BY AN AMERICAN 
 PUBLISHED IN SWEDEN

Biörck, Tobias Eric. םשב חוחי [B’shem Yahweh] Dissertatio gradualis, De 
plantatione ecclesiæ svecanæ In America, Quam, Suffragante Ampl. Senatu Philosoph. 
in Regio Upsal. Athenæo, Præside, viro Amplissimo atque Celeberrimo Mag. Andrea 
Grönwall, Eth. & Polit. Prof. Reg. & Ord. In Audit. Gust. Maj. d. 14 Jun. 
An. MDCCXXXI. Examinandam modeste sistit Tobias E. Biörck. Americano-
Dalekarlus. Uppsala: Literis Wernerianis, 1731. First edition.

Quarto (7 5/16” x 6”, 186mm x 152mm): π4 A-D4 E2(–E2) [$2 signed]. 
21 leaves, pp. [8] (title, 2pp. dedication to Count Charles Gyllenborg, 2pp. 
dedication to Nils Barchius Bishop of  Västerås, 3pp. dedication to Biörck 
from Andrew Hesselius), 1 2-34. With a woodcut headpiece, initial, and 
illustration (Manetto Indianorum, p. 27), and an engraved folding map by Jonas 
Silfverling.

Bound in modern marbled-paper card wraps. With the original (?) paper 
label laid down to the front cover. All edges of  the text-block specked blue 
and red.

Mild foxing generally, and damp-staining to the upper and lower spine-edges. 
Bookplate of  Arvid Wallgren to the inside front cover.

Tobias Eric Björck (Biörck, 1704–1778) was born in America to his missionary 
father Eric Björck (1668–1740, with whom he is often confused), who was 
dispatched to New Sweden (Nya Sverige) in Delaware Bay. As such, he had 
first-hand knowledge of  the establishment of  the Swedish (Evangelical 
Lutheran) church in America. His dissertation at the University of  Uppsala 
took advantage of  this experience with the Swedish colony and the workings 
of  the church there, and the present item is the account of  the oral defense 
he made of  that dissertation in front of  the faculty, with Anders Grönwall 
as his praeses, a role something like that of  a modern supervisor. The title of  
the work translates thus:

In the name of  God. Graduate disputation on the 
establishment of  the Swedish Church in America, 
which soberly is to be presented for examination 
with the support of  the distinguished Faculty of  
Philosophy in the Royal University of  Uppsala, with 

the distinguished and celebrated gentleman Master 
Anders Grönwall, Regius and Ordinary Professor of  
Ethics and Politics, as praeses, in the Auditorium 
of  Gustav the Great (i.e., the Gustavium) on 
the 14th of  June 1731, by Tobias Eric Björck, 
American-Dalecarlian (i.e., from Dalarna).

Although some dissertations were historically written by the praeses and then 
defended by the student-respondent, in this case Björck’s epithet (Americano-
Dalekarnus) makes clear that he writes with autoptic authority.

The colony of  New Sweden, along the Delaware River including Philadelphia 
up through western New Jersey, was short-lived — although of  course the 
settlement of  Swedes in America and the expansion of  the Swedish church 
continued unabated — and so Björck’s dissertation is a valuable document 
of  the community that survived after New Sweden was conquered by the 
Dutch in 1655 and by the English in 1664. Swedes naturally remained in the 
area, and Björck’s father’s dispatch in the 1690’s to the community was part 
of  an attempt to support their continued worship. The Dissertatio provides 
crucial details about the nature of  the colony and especially their interactions 
with indigenous people in the region.

Particularly curious is the extent to which English is present in the Dissertatio. 
The first dedication, English verses to Count Carl Gyllenborg (1670–1746), 
who served as secretary of  the legation to the Swedish ambassador to 
London, is made on the basis of  Gyllenborg’s kindness to Björck’s father, 
presumably as an advocate for the Swedes in America under English 
rule. Andrew Hesselius, also writing in English, succeeded Björck’s father 
as pastor at Gloria Dei (now known as Old Swedes’ Church) in south 
Philadelphia. English had long been the dominant language in the Swedish 
church in America, and eventually many Swedish Lutherans would become 
Episcopalians.

Particularly interesting — and unusual for a disputation — is the map, 
Delineatio Pennsilvaniae et Cæsareæ Nov. Occident. seu West N. Iersey in America. 
It was issued presumably as a guide to those carrying out the examination, 
who would likely have been unfamiliar with the geography of  the region. Its 
basis is English, but it was cut and printed in Uppsala. It extends northeast 
to Westchester County north of  New York City and southwest to Maryland 
and Virginia.

4
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Arvid Wallgren (1889–1973) was a Swedish professor of  Pediatrics at the 
Karolinska Institutet near Stockolm, and a member of  the Nobel Assembly 
there that awards the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. He amassed 
a large collection particularly of  early Swedish material (including another 
copy of  this work: 5, below).

Bradford-Henkels, Bibliographer’s Manual of  American History 383; Church 
911; Docktor, Cartobibliography of  Pennsylvania Maps 231S5 (photocopy of  the 
map); Streeter II.917.
 

$7,800.

another copy

Quarto (7 13/16” x 6 3/8”, 198mm x 162mm): π4 A-D4 E2(–E2) [$2 signed]. 
21 leaves, pp. [8] (title, 2pp. dedication to Count Charles Gyllenborg, 2pp. 
dedication to Nils Barchius Bishop of  Västerås, 3pp. dedication to Biörck 
from Andrew Hesselius), 1 2-34. With a woodcut headpiece, initial, and 
illustration (Manetto Indianorum, p. 27), and an engraved folding map by Jonas 
Silfverling.

Bound in modern half  calf  over marbled boards. Author and title gilt to the 
front board.  Marbled end-papers.

Some rubbing to the extremities. π1 soiled, with some holes. Repairs to the 
lower edges of  π1-2, and a dampstain to the lower fore-corner of  π. Unusually 
large margins (over 45mm at the fore). Bookplate of  Arvid Wallgren to the 
inside front cover.

$8,500.

4/5

5

4 Title-page
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the first german blackletter book printed in america

[Hymnal]. Zionitischer Weyrauchs Hu[e]gel Oder: Myrrhen Berg, Worinnen allerley 
liebliches und wohl riechendes nach Apotheker-Kunst zu bereitetes Rauch-Werck zu 
finden… Germantown: Gedruckt bey Christoph Sauer, 1739.

Small octavo (6” x 3 7/8”, 152mm x 99mm): 3 binder’s blanks, )(4 2)(
2, A-Ccc8 

Ddd8(Ddd3+χ1), 3)(
2, 3 binder’s blanks [$5 signed; –Ddd4; Cc5 mis-signed 

“Cc4”, Ll5 mis-signed “L 5”, Ddd5 mis-signed “Ddd4”]. 409 leaves, pp. 
[12] (title, dedication, 10pp. preface), 1-792, [14] (14pp. index). Woodcut 
ornaments to title-page and throughout.

Bound in contemporary panelled calf. On the spine, five raised bands and 
raised head- and tail-pieces. Marbled end-papers. 

Spine superficially cracked. Altogether rubbed but a handsome tall copy 
(with lower deckles preserved, e.g., H8, P4, T3 etc.). Some losses to the 
fore-edges of  the initial and final blanks. Dampstaining from the first free 
end-paper to p. 48, and from p. 785 to the final free end-paper. Moderately 
foxed throughout. Z1 (pp. 721-722) tattered, with an early repair. Ownership 
signatures of  Hannah C. Kemper (verso of  the second binder’s blank) and 
of  Hanna Diskong on the final free end-paper.

This hymnal was the first book from the Germantown press of  Christopher 
Sauer (Sower). Sauer is probably best known for his newspaper, the 
Pennsylvanische Berichte (Pennsylvania Reporter), the first German language 
newspaper in America. With his son, also Christopher, he was very influential 
in the German community of  Pennsylvania. The family arrived in America 
in 1724, but in 1730 Sauer’s wife left him to be with the ex-Brethren mystical 
Conrad Beissel and his community. Undeterred, Sauer and his son returned 
to Germantown in April of  1731, where they settled on six acres and opened 
a shop. In 1738 Sauer acquired a printing press, and in 1739, printed an 800-
page book of  hymns for that same Conrad Beissel. “As the edition was small 
and the book was in common use for devotional purposes, it has become 
extremely scarce, nearly all of  the few known copies being imperfect” 
(Hildeburn). 

Beissel and his community had helped Sauer found his press, and provided 
him with paper for some of  his publications, but the discord between the 
two men that must have begun with the departure of  Sauer’s wife to the 

Ephrata Cloister came to the fore again when Sauer claimed that some of  
Beissel’s hymns were blasphemous. Their falling-out led to the establishment 
of  the now famous press at Ephrata: the second German press in America.

Arndt-Eck 17; Evans 4466; Hildeburn 617; Reese, Printers’ First Fruits 65; 
Robacker, Pennsylvania German Literature, p. 31; Sabin 106364; Sachse, German 
Sectarians of  Pennsylvania, 1: pp. 312-349.

$6,500.
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[Fénelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe.] The Archbishop of  Cambray’s 
dissertation on pure love, with An Account of  the Life and Writings of  the Lady, for 
whose sake the Archbishop was banish’d from Court... Containing divers Letters of  
the Archbishop of  Cambray, to the Duke of  Burgundy, the present French King’s 
Father, and other Persons of  Distinction: Also Divers Letters of  the Lady to Persons of  
Quality, Relating to her Religious Principles. Germantown: Christophor Sowr [sic], 
1750. Second Pennsylvania edition.

Octavo in 8s and 4s (7 1/8” x 4 ½”, 181mm x 113mm): A8 B-G4 H-Q8 
R4(+R5) [8s $5 signed, 4s $2 signed; –A1]. 109 leaves, pp. i-ii iii-xcvii, blank, 
1-120.

Bound in contemporary sheep with double blind fillet borders. On the spine, 
five raised bands.

Worn at the extremities, the head- and tail-pieces perished. Tanned 
throughout, with some soiling. Ink sums to the front paste-down. Mostly-
obliterated ownership signatures to the recto of  the front free end-paper 
(Richard Inman? dated 1762) and to the verso of  the rear free end-paper 
(dated 1765). Fraktur printed binder’s waste visible at the front joint.

François de Salignac de la Mothe-Fénelon (1651–1715) came from a noted 
ecclesiastical family in Périgord; fifteen generations of  his family had served 
as bishop at nearby Sarlat. The author of  the present work, however, rose to 
a greater height. He was tutor to the eldest son of  the Dauphin, the Duke 
of  Burgundy, who predeceased his grandfather, Louis XIV. With this role he 
became prominent at court, ingratiating himself  with Madame de Maintenon 
and with the king himself. By 1696, he was nominated Archbishop(-Duke) 
of  Cambrai, all while maintaining his tutorial responsibilities.

Even before his rise at court, Fénelon had come under the influence of  his 
cousin Madame Guyon (the Lady of  the title), a proponent of  many of  the 
tenets of  Quietism, a philosophy (declared heretical by Innocent XI in 1687) 
that propounded prayer rather than action as the route to salvation. Mme. 
Guyon won over Mme. de Maintenon, with the result that quietist principles 
— with their object of  Pure Love — found a place, paradoxically, at the 
court of  the Sun King. Such was Louis’s influence that he was able to secure 
an archbishopric for a man who openly promulgated a heresy.

Even more peculiar is the emergence of  this Catholic treatise from the press 
of  the Anabaptist, Pietist, Schwarzenau Brethren Christoph Sauer (1695–
1758) at Germantown. Theologically, Quietism embraces some aspects of  
Pietist theology, notably in its pacifism. Still, the mores of  Versailles and a 
French Archbishop are quite away from the Protestantism of  Germantown; 
the publication of  the present work is a testament to Sauer’s devotion to 
Penn’s Holy Experiment: the radical religious tolerance that underpinned 
Pennsylvania in general and Germantown in particular.

Purchased at Doyle (25 November 2013) lot 311, from the Dr. Frank H. 
Sommer III Trust.

ESTC W19461; Evans 6498; Hildeburn 1174. 
$3,800.
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Siegvolck, Paul (Georg Klein-Nicolai); trans. John S[echla]. The Everlasting 
Gospel Commanded to be preached by Jesus Christ, Judge of  the Living and Dead, unto 
All Creatures, Mark xvi.15. Concerning the eternal redemption found out by Him, 
Whereby Devil, Sin, Hell and Death, shall at last be abolished, and the whole Creation 
restored to its primitive Purity; being A Testimomy [sic] against the present Anti-christian 
World. Written in German by Paul Siegvolck, and translated into English by John S. 
Germantown: Christopher Sower, 1753.

bound with

[Universalism]. The fatal consequences of  the Unscriptural Doctrine of  predestination 
and reprobation; With A Caution against it. Written in High-Dutch by M. K. and 
translated an [sic] Desire. Germantown: Christopher Sowr, 1753.

Sexagesimo in 8s (6 3/16” x 3 11/16”, 157mm x 94mmm): a4 A-H8 I4 
K8; 2A

8(–2A8) [$4 signed; –a1]. 87 leaves, pp. i-iv v-viii, 1-152; 21-2 23-14. 
Consequences collated complete against ESTC.

Bound in contemporary quarter sheep over paper. On the spine, four raised 
bands.

Worn at the extremities and rubbed at the boards. Remnants of  a shelf-
label (?) to the front board. Small patch of  worming to the rear paste-down. 
Tanned throughout, with scattered foxing. Accretions to the final two leaves, 
partially obfuscating the text. Ownership signature of  Ephraim Rogers to 
the verso of  the title-page of  the Gospel (a1v). Ink correction to p. 105 of  the 
Gospel (G5r). Ink birth records of  Hannah Rogers Broox (24 October 1817) 
and Mary Jane Brookse (27 March 1819) to 2A7v (p. 14 of  the Consequences).

Paul Siegvolck is the nom-de-plume of  Georg Klein-Nicolai (1671–1734), 
whose original German Das von Jesu Christo Dem Richter der Lebendingen 
und der Toden, Aller Creatur zu predigen besohlene Ewige Evangelium (1705) is 
the fundamental text of  Christian Universalism, a radical pietist sect that 
believes in the ultimate salvation of  all souls, rather than in a bifurcated 
apocalypse. George de Benneville became a preacher within the church, and 
asked Christopher Sauer to publish the translation of  the Ewige Evangelium 
(Everlasting Gospel), which was carried out by John Sechla. The Schwarzenau 
Brethren, of  which Sauer was a member, had similar ideology to Universalism; 
the press Sauer established in Germantown took pains, in the spirit of  Penn’s 
colony of  religious tolerance, to print works of  Christian sects other than 

their own. The Everlasting Gospel is the establishing text of  the Universalist 
Church of  America, which in 1961 merged with the American Unitarian 
Association to form the Unitarian Universalist Association.

As often, the Everlasting Gospel is bound with another Sauer imprint of  the 
same year: the Fatal consequences. The identity of  M.K. is unknown; two 
states of  the title-page exist: one reading, as the present item, “…translated 
an desire” and the other “…translated by desire;” no precedence is noted 
although one would expect the erroneous text to be the first state. It has 
the feel of  a sermon, larded with repeated quotations and exhortations to 
the reader. It too belongs to the corpus of  Universalism, condemning the 
Calvinist (et al.) doctrine of  predetermination, viz. that souls are marked for 
salvation or damnation distinct from action.

Ephraim Rogers was born 16 May 1747 in New London, Connecticut. By 
his wife Tacy (Maxson), Rogers had a daughter Nancy (14 September 1778), 
who married Daniel Brooks on 28 March 1817. The Brookses recorded 
the birth of  their daughters Hannah (with her mother’s maiden name as 
a middle name) in October of  the same year and, two years later, Mary 
Jane. The Brookses later had a son Daniel (1821) and twin sons, Ezekiel and 
Ephraim (1825). Ephraim Rogers was a descendant of  James Rogers, one of  
the grandees of  New London, having come from England in 1635.

Gospel: Evans 7033; Hildeburn 1297; Sabin 80879.
Consequences: ESTC W19862; Evans 7032; Hildeburn 1326; Sabin 80879.

$375.
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Bunyan, John; trans. Christoph Matthäus Seidel. Eines Christen Reise Nach 
der seeligen Ewigkeit, Welche In unterschiedlichen artigen Sinnen-Bildern, Den gantzen 
Zustand Einer bußfertigen und GOtt-suchenden Seele Vorstellet; In Englischer Sprache 
beschrieben Durch Joh: Bunian, Lehrer in Betford, Um seiner Fu[e]rtrefflichkeit willen 
in die Hoch-Teutsche Sprache u[e]bersetzt. and Eines Christen Reise Nach der seeligen 
Ewigkeit Anderer Theil, Worinnen unter artigen Sinn-Bildern fortgesetzet wird, Wie Des 

Christen Weib u. Kinder die gefa[e]rliche Reise auch angetreten, und das erwu[e]nschte 
Land vergnu[e]gt erreichte haben. Vormals durch Joh: Bunian In Englischer Sprach 
beschrieben. Nun aber ins Hoch-Teutsche u[e]bersetzet Durch Christ. Mart. Seideln 
Past. Und Brobsten zu Berlin. Two parts in one volume. Ephrata: Druck und 
Verlag der Bru[e]derschafft, 1754. First American edition in German.

Octavo (6 3/16” x 3 7/8”, 158mm x 100mm): 4 binder’s blanks, A-R8 S4; 2A-
R8, 4 binder’s blanks [$5 signed; –A1, 2A1; D3 signed “3”, D6 signed “D”]. 
276 leaves (140 in part 1, 136 in part 2): pp. 1-2 3-280; [8] (title-page, blank, 
6pp. to the reader) 21-264.

Bound in contemporary sheep (re-backed) with double blind fillet borders. 
On the spine, four raised bands. Blue end-papers.

Re-backed. Wear to the fore-corners, and a little scuffed. Tanned throughout. 
Marginal damp-stain P6–2E8. Good margins, with several preserved fore 
and lower deckles. Ownership signature of  Heinrich Schend (?) to the verso 
of  the fourth free end-paper (opposite the title-page).

John Bunyan (1628–1668) was a Puritan preacher better known for his 
allegorical proto-novel The Pilgrim’s Progress (1678), here translated into 
German. With its universal protagonist, Christian (Christ in German), the 
allegory proceeds to present obstacles to the good-hearted pilgrim. Its 
religious context is generally anti-Catholic — written ten years before the 
Glorious Revolution — rather than explicitly so. Its ecumenical attitude 
and simplicity made it immensely popular in the New World. The German 
translation of  Christoph Matthäus Seidel first appeared in Hamburg in 1718.

Johann Conrad Beissel (1691–1768) was born in Germany and emigrated 
to America in 1720. A German Baptist (Anabaptist, Schwarzenau Brethren, 
“Dunker” or “Dunkard”), he founded the Ephrata Cloister (the German 
for monastery being Kloster) in 1732 in what is now Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania. The Cloister admitted men and women singly and married (as 
“Outdoor” members); all were to remain celibate while in the community, 
and so their numbers diminished to nil. In 1745, Beissel set up a press (as 
well as, crucially, a paper-mill) within the Ephrata Cloister, allowing them to 
publish their own material as well as work for other Christian communities.

Evans 7162 & 7163; Sabin 1343 & 1344. 
$4,800.
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[Hymnal.] Das kleine Davidische Psalterspiel der Kinder Zions, Von Alten und Neuen 
auserlesenen Geistes-Gefa[e]ngen Allen wahren Heyls-begierigen Sa[e]uglingen der 
Weisheit, Insonderheit aber Denen Gemeinden des HErrn, zum Dienst und Gebrauch 
mit Fleiß zusammen getragen, Und in gegenwa[e]rtig-beliebiger form und Ordnung, Nebst 
einem doppelten, darzu nu[e]tzlichen und der Materien halben no[e]thigen Register, Zum 
dritten mal ans licht gegeben. Germantown: Christoph Sauer, 1764. 

Duodecimo (6 7/16” x 3 ½”, 164mm x 89mm): binder’s blank, A-Bb12, 
binder’s blank [$7 signed; –A1, Bb2, Bb6; Q-R signed in Roman type]. 300 
leaves, pp. [6] (title, blank, 4pp. preface), 1 2-570, [24] (24pp. registers).

Bound in contemporary clasped calf  over bevelled wooden boards, with 
double blind fillet borders. On the spine, four raised bands.

Worn at the fore-corners. Hinges starting, with some worming to the tail and 
superficial cracking along the spine. Head-piece partially perished. Clasps 
apparently original, and functioning. Tanned throughout. Damp-stain to the 
upper fore-corner from T5-Bb12. Small ink-stains to pp. 216 (offset onto 
217) and 294-295. Ownership signature to the recto of  the second free end-
paper.

The story of  black-letter printing in America begins with Christoph Sauer 
(anglicized to Sower), or rather, the father (1695–1758) and son (1721–1784) 
who both bore that name. They set up in Germantown — then a separate city 
but now part of  Philadelphia — and began to print material for the Church 
of  the Brethren (Dunkards), Lutherans and Mennonites in the region.

In 1729 a large Psalterspiel — what one might call a hymnal, but notionally 
a marshalling of  the psalms, which are often the basis of  hymns — was 
printed at Schaffhausen, and its first abridgment was published in 1744. 
Editions with variations, but all titled Das kleine Davidische Psalterspiel (King 
David being the putative author of  many psalms), followed in the ensuing 
years. The present edition is the third from the Sauer press, with 575 hymns, 
of  which 28 are here printed for the first time. This is the first Brethren 
hymnal with printed musical notation (no. 537, p. 528).

The ownership inscription reads “daß buch gehert/ mir Maria/ füsharin(?)” 
[i.e., the book belongs to me, Maria Füsharin(?)], but absent confidence in 
the reading of  the surname it is impossible to identify the owner. It is a good 

reminder, nevertheless, of  the prominent role of  women in the religious life 
of  the Anabaptist communities of  Pennsylvania.

Arndt-Eck 296B, Evans 9602. $1,600.
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[Hymnal.] Das kleine Davidische Psalterspiel der Kinder Zions, von Alten und Neuen 
auserlesenen Geistes Gefa[e]ngen, Allen wahren Heils-begierigen Sa[e]uglingen der 
Weisheit, Insonderheit aber Denen Gemeinden dess Herrn, zum Dienst und Gebrauch 
mit Fleiß zusammen getragen in gegenwa[e]rtig- beliebiger Form und Ordnung, Nebst 
einem dreyfachen, darzu nu[e]tzlichen und der Materien halben no[e]thigen Register. 
Philadelphia: Steiner and Cist, 1781.

Octavo (6 1/16” x 3 9/16”, 154mm x 90mm): binder’s blank, A-Pp8 (Pp7-8 
blank), binder’s blank [$5 signed; –A1, Pp4, Pp5; C4 mis-signed as “C3”). 
304 leaves, pp. [6] (title, blank, 4pp. preface) 1 2-575, [23] (23pp. index), 4 
blanks.

Bound in contemporary speckled clasped calf  over beveled wooden boards. 
Double blind fillet border. On the spine, four raised bands. Acquisition date 
and initials (HS) calligraphic manuscript in ink to the upper edge of  the text-
block.

Rubbing to the extremities, with some wear to the fore-corners. Superficial 
cracks running along the spine. A little splitting to the hinge of  the clasps, 
which appear otherwise to be original and functioning. Moderate and even 
tanning and foxing throughout. Ink manuscript in an early hand to the front 
paste down and verso of  the first (including a purchase record dating to May 
1784) and second free end-papers (including some spiritual verses). Collated 
superior to Arndt-Eck, which does not include the two blanks Pp7-8.

In 1729 a large Psalterspiel — what one might call a hymnal, but notionally 
a marshalling of  the psalms, which are often the basis of  hymns — was 
printed at Schaffhausen, and its first abridgment was published in 1744 by 
Christopher Sauer, the father of  black-letter printing in America. Editions 
with variations, but all titled Das kleine Davidische Psalterspiel (King David being 
the putative author of  many psalms), followed in the ensuing years. The 
present edition, notionally the fifth, was published and presumably edited 
by Melchior Steiner (also Styner) and Carl Cist. Steiner (a Calvinist, son of  
the Reformed Minister Conrad Steiner) and Cist (born in St. Petersburg as 
Carl Jacob Sigismund Thiel, the initials spelling C-I-S-T) worked together 
for only 6 years (1775–1781), but were among the most important Colonial 
and Revolutionary printers, including publication for and papers sales to the 
Continental Congress. This work is among their final collaborations.

The present edition is among the rarest, having come to auction only four 
times (the present copy being the fourth; before that, its most recent public 
sale was 1923). Of  particular interest is the rich set of  manuscript annotation 
(dated shortly after publication, May of  1784) and the calligraphic date and 
initials — too vague to attribute — to the upper edge of  the text-block, 
which is an unusual location. Perhaps the shelving of  the book with the 
front-board down and the head of  the book at the edge of  the shelf  is the 
reason that the clasps are so well preserved. 

The verses, written in an XVIIIc Kurrent (i.e., running script as opposed 
to Fraktur, broken or printed letters), quotes, for instance, 1 Timothy 6:7-8: 
“Dann Wir haben Nichts in die Welt gebracht darum --/ offenbar ist Wir 
Werden auf/ Nichts hinaus bringen —/ Wann wir aber Nahrung/ und Kleiter 
haben so -/ Laßet uns begnügen” (Vulgate: nihil enim intulimus in mundum 
haut dubium quia nec auferre quid possumus habentes autem alimenta et 
quibus tegamur his contenti sumus; English (KJV): For we brought nothing 
into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out. And having food 
and raiment let us be therewith content). This points to ownership by a 
member of  a mendicant community.

Arndt-Eck 553 (without the mis-signing of  C4 as “C3”); Evans 17100; Sabin 
66467; Seidensticker, p. 107.
 

$6,500.

Purchase date and calligraphic initials to the top edge of  the text-block
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[Hymnal – Ephrata Cloister.] Paradisisches Wunder-Spiel, Welches sich In diesen 
letzten Zeiten und Tagen in denen Abend-la[e]ndischen Welt-Theilen, als ein Vorspiel 
der neuen Welt hervorgethan: Bestehend in einer neuen Sammlung anda[e]chticher und 
zum Lob des grosen Gottes eingerichterer geistlicher, und ehedessen zum Theil publicirter 
Lieder. Ephrata: Ephrata Cloister, 1766.

Quarto (9 7/16” x 7 5/8”, 239mm x 194mm): †4(+†5) A-Nnn4 χ4(–χ4) [$3 
signed; –†1; +Rr4 (mis-signed as “Rr3”); Pp2 mis-signed “P2”]. 244 leaves, 
pp. 1-2 (title, blank) 3-9, [1] (verse), 21-472, [6] (6pp. register).

Bound in contemporary sheep. On the spine, five raised bands.

Front board detached, rear hinge starting. Rubbed with some losses. Front 
free end-paper splitting. Damp-stain to † and Iii3–χ3. Single worm-hole †1–
B4. Scattered tanning and foxing. Two small (early) repaired tears to the fore-
edge of  S1. Early ink marginalium to p. 132. Seven four-leaf  clovers laid in.

Johann Conrad Beissel (1691–1768) was born in Germany and emigrated 
to America in 1720. A German Baptist (Anabaptist, Schwarzenau Brethren, 
“Dunker” or “Dunkard”), he founded the Ephrata Cloister (the German 
for monastery being Kloster) in 1732 in what is now Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania. The Cloister admitted men and women singly and married (as 
“Outdoor” members); all were to remain celibate while in the community, 
and so their numbers diminished to nil.

Emergent from the Protestant tradition, the dissemination of  holy texts, 
whether scripture or, as here, hymns, was crucial to the Ephrata community. 
The Sauers (father and namesake son) initially cornered the printing market, 
but the elder Sauer’s wife left him to join the Cloister in 1730, setting the 
groups at odds. In 1745, Beissel set up a press (as well as, crucially, a paper-
mill) within the Ephrata Cloister, allowing them to publish their own material 
as well as work for other Christian communities.

The present work is in four sections, each alphabetical by the first word of  
the hymn. The first is Beissel’s own hymns (441), the second (73, from p. 
297) by the solitary brothers, the third (99, from p. 348) by the solitary sisters, 
the fourth (111, from p. 404) by the community at large.

Arndt-Eck 328; Evans 10239. 
$2,800.
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[Bible in German.] Biblia, Das ist: Die gantze Heilige Schrifft, deß Alten und Neuen 
Testaments. Wie solche von Herrn Doctor Martin Luther Seel. Im Jahr Christi 1522. 
in unsere Teutsche Mutter-Sprach zu u[e]bersetzen angefangen, Anno 1534. zu End 
gebracht, und Vor einigen Jahren bereits Mit den Summarien Herrn Johann Sauberti Seel. 
auch mit dem Viellfa[e]ltigen und Lehrreichen Nutzen, u[e]ber alle Capitel, des Herrn 
D. Salomon Glassens Seel. ausgefertiget, Anjetzt mit gantz neuen und schönen Kupfer-
Bildnissen nebst derenselben beygedruckten Lebens-Läufen, auch andern annehmlichen 
Figuren samt deren kurzen Auslegungen und angehengten Moralien ausgezieret, dann 
von denen vorhin eingeschlichenen Druck-Fehlern auf  das fleissigste gereiniget, Uber dieses 
sind nicht allein des seel. Hn. Lutheri und seines Geschlechts warhafte und aus uralten 
Gema[e]hlden genommene Abbildungen und Lebens-Lauf  beygefu[e]get, sondern auch zu 
End des ganzen Werks, neben den Christlichen Haupt-Symbolis, ein kurzer und nu[e]
tzlicher Bericht von der Augspurgischen Confession selbsten, wie man sie in dem rechten 
Original, im Jahr 1530. Ka[e]yser Carl dem Fu[e]nften u[e]berantworter, beygedruckt 
worden. Samt einer Vorrede Herrn Johann Michael Dilherrns. Mit Ro[e]misch-Kayserl. 
auch Ko[e]nigl. Polnisch- und Chur-Fu[e]rstl. Sa[e]chsis. allergna[e]digsten Privilegiis. 
Nuremberg: Johann Andreas Endter’s heirs, 1770.

Folio in 4s and 6s (14 13/16” x 9 9/16”, 377mm x 242mm): 2 binder’s 
blanks, a-g4 (*)-(**)6 )(6 χ2 A-P6 Q8(Q2+2χ1.2) R-Xx6 3χ2 Yy-Mmm6 
Nnn8(Nnn5+4χ1.2) Ooo-Gggg6 Hhhh8(Hhhh2+5χ1.2) Iiii-Rrrr6 
Ssss8(Ssss1+6χ1.2) Tttt-Ggggg6 Hhhhh8, 2 binder’s blanks [$4 signed; –a1, 
)(1, Yy1, Hhhh1]. 660 leaves, pp. [96] (title, privilege, 4pp. Dillherr’s preface, 
6pp. Luther’s preface, 11pp. register of  points of  faith, 5pp. chronology, 
23pp. register of  names, 4pp. register of  prominent phrases, table of  
chapters, verses to ecclesiastical and princely (Electoral) figures, 22pp. lives 
of  the figures (for each, the text followed by an engraved portrait), blank, fly-
title to the life of  Martin Luther, engraved illustration of  Luther, 10pp. life 
of  Luther, engraving of  prominent figures in the five books of  Moses, 3pp. 
lives of  the Mosaic protagonists) 1-184 [4] 185-528 [4] 529 530-706 [4] 707-
912 913-914 915-916 [4] 917-1034 [4] 1035-1181, [23].[=xcvi, 1201, xxiii] 
With 19 engravings, of  which 17 are integral to the text, 2 as frontispieces 
(one to the general title, one to the New Testament).

Bound in contemporary clasped and bossed blind-tooled panelled alum-
tawed pig-skin over beveled boards. On the spine, five raised bands. Purple 
paste-paper paste-downs.

Rubbed at the spine. Upper clasp perished, lower clasp frayed. Some passages 
of  moderate tanning, but on the whole quite a clean copy. Wear and splits 
(some with old repairs) to the end-papers at the clasp-marks. Pressed leaves 

at F3.4, Rr3.4, Yyy6-Zzz1 and Llll6-Mmmm1. Ink marginalia to Hhhhh2 
(the beginning of  the Augsburg Confessions). Ink purchase note of  Michael 
Keyser (“bought this book of  Peter Leibert in the year 1775 Price £2-7S-
d”) with Michael Keyser repeated in graphite on the recto of  the first free 
end-paper. Ink birth, baptism, marriage and death records of  the Keyser 
family from the verso of  the first free end-paper to the verso of  the second 
free end-paper, with a final graphite record (dated 1850) to the verso of  the 
second free end-paper. Graphite ownership signature of  Elkanah Keyser 
(Rising Sun) to the general frontispiece and to the New Testament fly-title 
(Hhhh1r, p. 913). Bifolium tipped in between the two rear end-papers, written 
on the verso of  the first leaf, recounting events of  the year 1790. Eight page 
“Concordantz-Register” in plain sewn wraps laid in.

Although Christoph Sauer in 1743 published the first German bible in America 
(and the first in any European language; the first was Eliot’s Algonquin bible 
in 1663; 18), he surely could not supply enough for the burgeoning ranks 
of  German-speaking immigrants in and around Germantown. “Immigrant 
bibles” such as this — known sometimes as an Elector Bible (Kurfürstenbibel) 
or Weimar Bible for the table of  Electors at the beginning — will have 
been prized possessions brought or ordered from Germany. Nearly all were 
Luther’s translation, as is specified in the lengthy title of  the present item. 
This is a profoundly luxurious edition, with hundreds of  wood-cuts integral 
to the text, 19 copper-plate engravings, registers, concordances, chronologies, 
prefaces, biographies and Melanchthon’s Augsburg Confessions; in short, it is a 
whole world of  Christian worship between substantial and ornate covers — 
bossed to prevent the book proper from touching the ground.

The volume must have traveled from Nuremberg to the New World shortly 
after its publication; Michael Keyser (27 March 1745-5 October 1825) bought 
the volume in 1775 from Peter Leibert (£2/7/1 has a 2021 value of  over 
£300; cf. 15 and 16), his Germantown neighbor (both men owned several 
parcels in central Germantown). Leibert was a bookbinder and bookseller 
who worked with Christoph Sauer. With his son-in-law Michael Billmeyer, 
Leibert published a German translation of  the Pennsylvania General 
Assembly as well as a biweekly local newspaper, the Germantauner Zeitung.

From 1775 the bible remained in the Keyser family through at least 1850. 
As often, the end-leaves of  the bible were used as a record of  important 
times in a family. Many birth-records (nine children in total are recorded 
as having been born to Michael Keyser by his wife Caty (née Knor)) are 
followed shortly by death-records. The Keysers being Anabaptists, baptisms 
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are often recorded later in life (several in 1803). The hand recording the 
death of  Michael Keyser is different but unspecified; likely it is that of  John 
Keyser (Michael and Caty’s first son who survived to adulthood, b. 1772). 
Elkanah Keyser, who signed the bible twice prominently, was John’s son, 
and occupied his home at the Rising Sun, an Inn at the intersection of  the 
Germantown and York roads, now demolished.

The account inserted between the two rear end-papers is curious. It begins 
in 1790 recording a baptism but ends with an augurial account that reads in 
full (orthography preserved):

May 20 at Witzentide 1804 theare Came in 
our Meting house whilst we ware at worship 
a hunting bird into the front door and flue 
strate to the window at the table right over 
ware Peter Keyser sets, tho he at that time 
was gon to the Great Meting and his father 
Peter Keyser rose and left it out tho he had 
like to kild it by shoving up the windo it Got 
between the shaft but he got it our safe & left 
it fly out of  the window

VD18 10805532. $3,800.
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Keyser family records
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Smith, William. A Sermon On the Present Situation of  American affairs. Preached in 
Christ-Church, June 23, 1775. At the Request of  the Officers of  the Third Battalion of  
the City of  Philadelphia, and District of  Southwark. By William Smith. D. D. Provost 
of  the College in that City. Philadelphia: James Humphreys, junior; 1775. First 
edition, Adams 196b.

Octavo in 4s (7 5/8” x 4 3/4”, 194mm x 120mm): binder’s blank, π4 A-D4, 
binder’s blank [$2 signed]. 20 leaves, pp. [4] (title, blank, publication order, 
blank), i ii-iv (4pp. preface), 1 2-32.

Bound in modern red buckram. Author, title and imprint gilt to the spine.

Some rubbing to the extremities. A little bowed. Internally moderately but 
evenly tanned, with occasional foxing or soiling. Blue “duplicate” ink-stamp 
twice to the title-page and an oval blue (library) ink-stamp to the verso of  the 
title-page. Two faint graphite side-lines.

The Rev. William Smith (1727–1803) was a towering figure in Colonial 
Philadelphia who is often forgotten because of  his somewhat Loyalist 
tendencies. He began as professor of  ethics at the Academy of  Philadelphia. 
With the establishment of  the College of  Philadelphia — forerunner to 
the University of  Pennsylvania — he became its first provost (he also kept 
his ethics chair; teaching for four decades) and eventually sat on its board 
of  trustees as its secretary and finally its president. True to the principles 
of  the U. of  Pennsylvania, he welcomed students of  all faiths despite his 
Anglicanism.

It was in his pastoral capacity that he delivered the sermon whose text appears 
in the present volume. John Cadwalader, Colonel of  the 3rd Battalion — 
later General and commander of  Pennsylvania troops under Washington — 
himself  a Quaker, records the approbation of  the officers of  the battalion, 
who asked that it be published in the hope that “it will promote the Cause 
of  Liberty and Virtue” (π2r). Taking as his starting-point Joshua 22:22, Rev. 
Smith characterizes America as the settlement on the far side of  the Jordan 
River, which, after strife with the other tribes of  Israel, came eventually to 
live separately but in harmony and alliance with them. 

It is for this sort of  appeasement — to borrow a term from a later war — that 
Smith was sporadically maligned during and after the War of  Independence. 
The Sermon in this original form, published in Philadelphia and not London, 

as later printings were, is a touchstone of  the final days in which a bloodless 
settlement of  the question of  colonialism seemed possible.

The pamphlet ran to fifteen issues in 1775; this is one of  the two first (Adams 
196a and 196b), between which there is no established priority.

Adams 196b; Evans 14459; Hildeburn 3288; Sabin 84651. 
$675.
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Sauer, Christopher. Ein Einfa[e]ltiges Reim-Gedichte, welches Christoph Saur 
gemacht hat auf  seinen Namen und Geburts-Tag, als er sechzig Jahr alt war den 26sten 
September, 1781. [Germantown: Leibert and Billmeyer, ca. 1784.]

Quarter bifolium (7 1/8” x 4 3/16”, 181mm x 106mm): 2 leaves, 4pp.

With a transverse crease, and small losses at the crossed folds. 10mm split to 
the fold of  the second leaf  starting from the fore-edge. Foxing and toning. 
(Price?) addition equations ink manuscript to the recto of  the first leaf.

The story of  black-letter printing in America begins with Christoph Sauer 
(Saur has here, anglicized to Sower), or rather, the father and son who both 
bore that name. They set up in Germantown — then a separate city but now 
part of  Philadelphia — and began to print material for the Church of  the 
Brethren (Dunkards), Lutherans and Mennonites in the region.

Although the leaf  does not bear any imprint, we can tie it stylistically to the 
publishing efforts of  Peter Leibert and Michael Billmeyer (see 13), printers in 
Germantown (now a neighborhood of  Philadelphia). Leibert and Billmeyer 
took over the usable printing materials of  Sauer the younger, whose workshop 
was destroyed by the British in 1777/8, and set up shop in the early 1780’s. It 
is for that reason that the pamphlet is sometimes dated to 1784 rather than 
to the stated 1781, as their press had not yet been set up in earnest.

The song, set to the melody “Meine Sorgen Angst und Plagen” (my worries, 
fear and plagues; the tune appears to be the same as that for “Freu’ dich sehr 
o meine Seele”), is an acrostic on the name Christoph Saur (13 verses, each 
verse’s first line beginning with the corresponding letter) that Saur himself  
— so the title boasts — composed for his sixtieth birthday on 26 September 
1781. The verses draw on the broader Lutheran hymnal tradition, and mix 
in some time-honored reflections on death and mortality long occasioned by 
mile-stone birthdays.

Ephrata/Sachse 228; Evans 17367 (cf. Arndt-Eck 561); Sabin 77196. 

$8,500.
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AN UNRECORDED GERMANTOWN EPHEMERUM

Klopstock, Friedrich Gottlieb. Ein Lied zu singen bey der Beerdigung eines 
Nachfolgers JEsu Christi. [Germantown: Leibert and Billmeyer, ca. 1785.]

Quarter pot bifolium (6” x 3 7/8”, 154mm x 97mm): printed on the recto 
of  the first leaf  only.

A flattened crease to the lower fore-corner. Evenly mildly tanned. With the 
deckle preserved at the fore of  the first leaf  and the bottom of  both leaves.

The story of  black-letter printing in America begins with Christoph Sauer 
(Sower, Saur), or rather, the father and son who both bore that name. They 
set up in Germantown — then a separate city but now part of  Philadelphia 
— and began to print material for the Church of  the Brethren (Dunkards), 
Lutherans and Mennonites in the region.

Although the leaf  does not bear any imprint, we can tie it stylistically to the 
publishing efforts of  Peter Leibert and Michael Billmeyer (cf. 13), printers in 
Germantown (now a neighborhood of  Philadelphia). Leibert and Billmeyer 
took over the usable printing materials of  Sauer the younger, whose workshop 
was destroyed by the British in 1777/8, and set up shop in the early 1780’s. 
This sort of  ephemerum would be distributed at funerals (the title translates 
to “a song to sing at the burial of  a follower of  Jesus Christ”) in order to 
obviate the need for more expensive full hymnals. It is a rare survival, and 
apparently unrecorded.

The funeral song, in seven verses, is usually known by its first line (“Begrabt 
den Leib in seine Gruft,” bury the body in its crypt). It was written and published 
by Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock in 1758. The tune (specified under the title 
as “Mel.”) is that of  Michael Weiße’s 1531 Nun laßt uns den Leib begraben, 
whose melody has been established since 1544. It was also famously set by 
Schubert (D168).

Not in Arndt-Eck. 
$2,500.
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THE FIRST MENNONITE HYMNAL PRINTED IN AMERICA

[Hymnal.] Die kleine geistliche Harfe der Kinder Zions, oder auserlesene geistreiche 
Gesa[e]nge, allen wahren heilsbegierigen Sa[e]uglingen der Weißheit, insonderheit aber 
allen Christlichen Gemeinden des HErrn zum Dienst und Gebrauch mit Fleiß zusammen 
getragen, und in gegenwa[e]rtiger Form und Ordnung gestellt; nebst einem dreyfachen 
Register. Erste Auflage. Auf  Verordnung der Mennonisten Gemeinden. Germantown: 
Michael Billmeyer, 1803. First edition.

Octavo (6 ½” x 4”, 165mm x 102mm): binder’s blank, )(2 A-Ff8 Gg4 [$5 signed; 
)(2 mis-signed “)(3”]. 238 leaves, pp. [4] (title, copyright, 2pp. preface), 1 2-39 
[1] (register), 1-3 4-412, [20] (20pp. registers). With a wood-cut frontispiece 
of  David at his harp, colored by hand.

Bound in contemporary clasped sheep over bevelled wooden boards. On the 
spine, five raised bands.

Upper clasp perished. Rubbed generally, with some wear to the fore-corners. 
Some superficial cracking along the spine. Fore-edges of  the first and second 
free end-papers and the frontispiece partly perished, with some repairs. 
Tanned throughout. Damp-stain to the lower fore-corner of  )(1–A8. Loss 
to the fore-edge of  M2, just touching the text. Dd3 torn with a rough repair 
to the verso. A snippet of  Andrew Jackson’s fifth State of  the Union (1833) 
laid in at K5. Fraktur-work pictorial polychrome bookplate of  Abraham 
Clemmer manuscript to the recto of  the second free end-paper.

The Mennonites, an Anabaptist group founded by Menno Simons of  
Friesland in the Netherlands, came to American by way of  Germany and 
the welcome of  William Penn to settle in his territories in the New World. 
They, like the Quakers, Dunkers, Amish and other persecuted religious 
sects came in larger numbers throughout the XVIIIc and XIXc and settled 
throughout Pennsylvania, eventually spreading elsewhere on the continent 
(30% of  the world’s Mennonites now live in the U.S. and Canada). The 
printing organs of  Germantown and its region — the presses of  Sauer the 
elder and the younger, the Ephrata Cloister, Leibert, Heinrich Miller etc. — 
seldom confined themselves to the publications of  a particular church or 
denomination. 

Billmeyer, who sometimes worked with Leibert, here prints the first 
Mennonite hymnal — with 40 of  the psalms printed with music in the 1573 
translation of  Lobwasser followed, after a second title-page (C5r), by 475 
hymns composed by members of  the community and organized by context 
(at table, at night) or by genre. This is the foundational text of  Mennonite 
worship in the New World.

To the importance of  the text we can add a lovely provenance. The owner 
is likely Abraham Clemmer (1793–1879), who would go on to be deacon at 
Franconia. The ten-year-old Clemmer received a second book on the 10th of  
December (his birthday, perhaps); a bookplate with that date is held at the 
Mary Jane Lederach Hershey Fraktur Research Collection in the Mennonite 
Research Center in Harleysville. Clemmer was the progenitor of  a musical 
dynasty among the Pennsylvania Dutch. The text of  the bookplate reads:

Dieses Neue Ge=
sangbuch gehöret mir,
Abraham
Clemmer zu, soll
Dieses Buch Verloren gehn,
So kan [sic] mann hier Mein
Nahmen sehn, geschrieben
den 10ten Dezember, im Jahr
Christi Anno 1803

This new song-
Book belongs to me
Abraham
Clemmer; should
this book go missing
thus can someone here see
my name, written
on the 10th of  December in the year
of  Christ the year 1803

Fraktur-work is a revival of  the tradition of  medieval manuscript illumination. 
The stylized polychrome birds and flowers are characteristic of  the genre. 
They have a strong connection to education, reinforcing that Abraham 
Clemmer was young; his father (1745–1838) had the same name, but the 
style, meter and rhyming (iambic tetrameters, seh<e>n–geh<e>n, disturbed 
by the lineation) do not seem appropriate to a 58-year-old. Perhaps this was 
commissioned or carried out as a gift by a teacher.

Arndt-Eck 1340. 
$4,500.

(Illustrations follow)
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Winship, George Parker. The First American Bible a leaf from a Copy of  the Bible 
translated into the Indian Language by John Eliot and printed at Cambridge in New 
England in the Year 1663. Boston: D.B. Updike at the Merrymount Press for 
Charles E. Goodspeed, 1929. Limited edition (157 copies).

Octavo (7 11/16” x 5 7/8”, 195mm x 149mm): pp. [2] (half-title, blank) 
1-5 (title, copyright, fly-title, blank, text) 6-20. With a leaf  (chapters 6-8 of  
Deuteronomy, leaf  Yy3) of  Eliot’s 1663 Mamusse Wunneetupanatamwe Up-
Biblum God tipped in on a stub.

Bound in the publisher’s deep brown cloth gilt. Top edge gilt.

Wear to the extremities. Front board bowed. Else fine. 1953 bookplate of  
Charles and Janelle Easley to the front paste-down.

John Eliot (ca. 1604–1690) — the “apostle to the Indians” — was Puritan 
missionary who emigrated to Boston in 1631. By 1640 he in cooperation 
with other churchmen in the region he published the Bay Psalm Book, the 
first book printed in North America. He then founded Roxbury Latin School 
(1645) and, after a study of  the Massachusett (of  the Algonquian family) 
language, published the first bible in America: the “Eliot Indian Bible” or 
Mamusse Wunneetupanatamwe Up-Biblum God. It is the first “missionary bible,” 
i.e., a translation of  scripture for the purpose of  evangelization. The New 
Testament was published in 1661, and the complete Bible in 1663.

In the wake of  the first world war, the damaged books of  Europe came to be 
collected by Americans through the form of  single-leaf  editions. A deeply 
democratizing form of  book circulation, these, often edited by luminaries 
in the field such as A.E. Newton, put vitally important texts in the hands 
of  a great many more collectors than would otherwise be feasible. The 
present item was put together by George Parker Winship, one of  America’s 
great librarians. He ran the John Carter Brown Library at Brown 1895–1915 
and then served as the inaugural head of  rare books at the new Widener 
Memorial Library at Harvard. His analysis places the precious leaf  into its 
wider context.

Darlow & Moule 6737; ESTC W38287. 
$2,150.
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